My experience throughout the hurricane was based on personal communication with my family, friends, and neighbors. But one vivid memory consisted of me hearing the news via the radio stations. This was of relevance because back then it was the only way of knowing what was Puerto Rico going through. The impact of the aftermath was horrible, all the news from other countries were talking about it and the concerned was the wellbeing of the residents. Many people were left without a home, food and medical attention. This caused consequences and resulted in the death of 4,645 people. The news spread quickly and soon after all the media outlets covered the tragic reality that struck Puerto Rico. Nonetheless, the people managed to arise from this matter and stand together stronger.

I think that after the hurricane the students realized the importance of these catastrophic events. Although it isn't in their hands, scholar institutions should be aware of there needs in this situation. From the impact in our society lead by these events, universities must restructure their programs in preparation for these occurrences, such as handing out foods, supplies and other human essential needs. But other types of activities can be made to support the mental state of the residents. Some would be composed of recreational activities, like doing a campaign for sports in local communities or doing art programs. All serving the same purpose of relieving the mental state of citizens.